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Scale Temporary Architecture
Hwa Jung Song
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Seoul National University
“Fast Architecture” is a field that to date seems unexplored and paradoxically may
contain more virtues than negatives. Fast Architecture is a term coined in this thesis to
describe an urban phenomenon that has existed for centuries but has received little
academic attention. This thesis proposes to investigate the field of Fast Architecture, a
form of architecture that has implications on the city. Fast architecture is an alternative
solution for urban intervention with short term duration. Fast Architecture is covering
relatively small urban left over spaces in temporary way. It is informal and temporary
urban activation which is not same as large scale urban regeneration. It, however, can
bring further developments of the spaces with the participation of neighborhoods.
This thesis analyzes temporary architecture for urban regeneration, especially
with small-scale, abandoned space driven by architects and organizations. Two
architectural firms were chosen; Atelier Bow-wow and Raumlaborberlin which, over the
last 10 years, have produced visionary projects. There are two main characteristics of
small scale temporary architecture according to this analysis: mobility and flexibility.
Mobility has two aspects; physical move-ability and spatial responding, which are
directly related to structure systems, size, weight and materials. These elements are
crucial designing factors for the successful effect of Fast Architecture. Flexibility is
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another key factor that determines the adaptability of the structures on functions and
locations.
This thesis analyzes not only international cases but also the temporary
architecture in both ordinary life and in event in Seoul: vinyl house and pojagnmacha.
Although these two prototypes smartly occupy abandoned spaces in Seoul, activities are
limited because these are naturally generated by economical reasons. These examples of
Fast Architecture show the necessity of well designed temporary architecture for public
activities that lead to the activating of urban leftover spaces. In spite of limited activities
of two prototypes, their structure systems are beneficial resources since it has evolved
through the decades.
Based on the analysis of both international and national cases, this thesis
presents a design proposal that shows how to discover abandoned spaces in Seoul as an
example and how to design temporary architecture in relation to economical, cultural
and social dimensions. This design proposal shows how the structure can be applied on
existing abandoned spaces in Seoul. It also suggests how abandoned spaces below the
Han River bridges can be activated by Fast Architecture and various programs which
can make a network of abandoned spaces. Pneumatic structure system is used to
generate spaces instantly. Two types of structures are suggested: supporting structure
and inflatable surface. The characteristic of the system is that the structures can generate
various shapes and sizes of spaces depending on scale of events.
The suggested structure in the design proposal can activate the spaces instantly
and bring unexpected social gatherings. As mentioned earlier, Fast Architecture is not a
permanent solution. However, Fast Architecture can be an optimal solution for
particular empty spaces where physical redevelopment is extremely difficult and
expensive such as the spaces below the Han River bridges.

Keywords: Temporary Architecture, Fast Architecture, Small Scale Urban
Regeneration, Mobility, Flexibility

Student Number: 2011-20596
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Purpose
Fast Food _ Fast Fashion _ Fast Architecture

Following the huge popularity of fast food, nowadays fast fashion has
emerged on the scene. There are some commonalties between fast food and fast
fashion. Firstly, companies induce people to consume products rapidly hence they
cater for the specific market. Secondly, both produce merchandize of relatively low
quality material to ensure price / profit relationship. Fast food and fast fashion are
both popular but considered by many unethical and un-stainable. On the contrary
fast architecture is a field that to date seems unexplored and paradoxically may
contain more virtues than negatives. Fast architecture is a term coined in this thesis
to describe an urban phenomenon that has existed for centuries but has received
little academic attention. Fast Architecture is a guerilla architecture that quickly
reacts to urban problems with limited duration. The characteristic of Fast
Architecture is similar with recent cultural phenomenon such as flash mob 1 that
activities instantly happen and disappear with public impact. Fast Architecture is
premised on the assumption that users’ participation can bring urban impact which
is supported and initiated by Fast Architecture. This thesis proposes to investigate
1

“In a flash mob, strangers come together in a public place, perform an unusual behavior, and randomly
disperse.” Anne Duran, Social Influence Vol. 4, 2006
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the field of “Fast Architecture”, a form of architecture that has implications on the
city. Fast architecture is an alternative solution for urban intervention with short
term duration. As opposed to long term and large scale regeneration projects such as
the milestone projects as; Tate Modern in London, High Line in New York,
Guggenheim

Museum

in

Bilbao,

Cheonggyecheon

restoration

project,

Gwanghwamun plaza and Dongdaemun design plaza in Seoul.
Urban regeneration aims to re-activate a certain district not only by means of
physical intervention but also importantly re-activating local communities, economy
and culture. Urban regeneration is sometimes only associated as an attempt of
gentrification with upgrading residents’ environment and overcoming local
stagnancy. Urban regeneration but especially is a phenomena that initiated since
middle of 20 Century on various locations North America and Europe. It is a
following phase after emerging of cities since economic growth and declining cities.
Urban regeneration covers wide scope from building and urban planning to social
and cultural program and policy hence massive capital investment and cooperation
of government are necessary. There are three key factors to understand urban
regeneration; Firstly, Place: What are the local situations of the place, is it a
historical place or regular slum, what is a history of the place, what factors control
the regeneration process? Secondly, Scale: How many communities and
organizations are involved, what are the solutions that can be architecture to policy?
Scale is involving actual size of the site and period of project and the range of
solutions. Thirdly, Subject: Who is conducting the project such as government,
private sector or resident?

２

Most of urban regeneration projects are relatively long term plans and
dealing with large range of site. For instance, High Line Project in New York is one
of the successful urban regeneration projects that 2.33km of historic elevated rail
road turned into a public park. Many communities were also involved on the project.
There were discussions between residents, experts and a NGO over 10 years and
had finished first phase in 2009. Another example is Cheonggyecheon restoration
project in Seoul. It was initiated in 2003 by Seoul Metropolitan government to
remove the elevated highway and had restored 5.8 km of the stream as a public park.
This project had finished in 2005. Although there are differing views on evaluation
of Cheonggyecheon project but High Line and Cheonggyecheon both have
influenced on large range to the local community in terms of re-activating places.
Most of urban regeneration projects also have been involved with unique conditions.
Both High Line and Cheonggyecheon projects sites were historical places. I
consider these urban regeneration as large-scale urban regeneration; large district
range, long term period, massive capital investment and involving the site with
unique conditions.
However, there is another type of urban regeneration which deems compared
to as small-scale urban regeneration. If large-scale urban regeneration was
comparable to reorganizing a forest, small-scale urban regeneration is reorganizing
certain trees which have problem and potential. Small-scale urban regeneration is
related the site with relatively non-unique background, vacant, un-activated small
space. Those small spaces are mostly fragmented by urban planning. Conditions of
the space are common that we can find it easily around the city. This thesis believes
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fast architecture can be a solution for small scale urban regeneration. It is an urban
regeneration with temporary architecture as fast and ephemeral. Temporary
architecture for urban regeneration is short term strategy same as fast food as
fashion. It is also usually using low quality and less durability material such as
plastic bottles, soft woods or vinyl, yet if it has different purpose and effect upon
public and the city.
Fast architecture is suitable for covering relatively small spaces in temporary
way. It is mostly informally planned by guerilla groups, residents, semi-experts;
students, experts; architects or planners and NGO small capital investment or
government sponsorship. For example, there is a vacant lot next to your house.
Most of vacant plots are full of garbage and weeds. Local residents want to throw a
summer party for one week but cannot find proper space. In this case, the vacant
space could be a good solution unless they can use or build suitable temporary
architecture for the event. They can utilize the space. It is healthy for local
community and also for space itself. However they cannot make it with permanent
materials such as concrete which is expensive and hard to control. Fast architecture
reacts instantly and directly to vacant space hence the character of it influencing to a
form, construction method and material which should be easy to assemble and
disassemble. These characteristics make fast architecture adaptable, movable, cheap,
light and recyclable. The range of temporary architecture is vast and diverse,
including leisure activities, exhibition projects or concerts and formal industrial site
or street bar, weekly market on the plaza and even housing project. This thesis will
research on temporary architecture for urban regeneration especially with small
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scale on abandoned and empty space driven by architects or organizations. It
defines of temporary small architecture in terms of urban regeneration with case
studies and analysis of Seoul situations. To conclude thesis, there is suggesting
design project solution based on Seoul.

Nowhere to Somewhere_
Temporary Event Architecture Driven by Organization

“A sudden city is always closely linked to the transformation of urban space,
which it takes to new levels of meaning. The principle of temporary use is directed
against the island urbanism of large inner city planning projects, it is against
privatization tendencies, it is creative, stimulating and provocative. In that sense,
relational mobile urban prototype expresses new demands for more flexible and
adaptable urban planning, to reawaken an awareness of urban space in city
dwellers.” 2
Temporary use becomes a vehicle that provides opportunities for new,
unplanned activities, transforming banal and everyday space otherwise forgotten
into breeding grounds for new forms of culture; art, music, and pop culture, as well
as for economic development, technological inventions and startups. Temporary use
becomes a new tool for a strategic planning process that triggers change where

2

Katja Szymczak, Acting in Public, 2008
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traditional planning tools such as master plan fail (Harvey 1989). 3 Traditional
master planning which I consider it as ‘hard planning’ is zoning and planning on a
huge scale with main logic of development. Traditional planning describes
envisioned final form of urban development. This urban development had been
popular since 1970 post-industrial changing. There is; however, a tendency that
some of hard planning cities now show a great decline of populations. There are
several reasons why hard planning cities could neither sustain nor successful. Main
reasons are economical and process of development. Hard planning deals with huge
areas which demands enormous capital investment which state government could
not afford; thus, it is often unstable due to economic climate and status. This reason
is associated to the second reason; process. As the size of hard planning, it is very
slow to implement taking decades to execute. Massive capital investments and slow
process spoil original positive intentions. Master planned city could not furthermore
react quickly to several small scale problems that happen simultaneously.
‘Temporary’ is defined as limited duration planned by whom initiating it and
the other actors who are involved. This time duration can be set by the contract
between owner of space and actors, especially when the project is driven by
architects or organizations but it does not always have a formal basis. Thus, if the
building status is changed by establishing regular contract with owner or ownership,
the building will not be classified as ‘temporary’. Although ‘temporary’ architecture
is defined by duration, it leaves traces and often influences further development of

3
P.274 Philipp Oswalt, Philipp Misselwitz and Klaus Overmeyer, Patterns of the Unplanned, Loose Space,
Routledge, 2007
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the site. Unused spaces can be discovered by activators and the public discovers
such spaces unexpected way. Temporary architecture in abandoned space which is
driven by architects or organizations is usually planned more systematical and faster
than driven by citizens. Because it is often invested by capital from art foundations,
communities and many specialists involved. Temporary architecture for urban
regeneration driven by organizations is more related to seasonal evens and
exhibitions which are inserted into the city. Event cannot be a permanent solution
but it can vitalize a city and urban gap temporally. Through this energy, people
appreciate an unexpected usage of space and values as well as agenda of social and
local district.
An Example of this would explain how temporary architecture for urban
regeneration affects activating the city. Hotel Neustadt project shows how a
temporary event injects energy back to declined city. Halle-Neustadt was second
biggest prefabricated concrete housing estate in the GDR (German Democratic
Republic) (Figure 1-1). Beginning in 1963, a city for 100,000 in habitants was
created but in the autumn of 2003: 30% of flats were vacant, 50% residential
building renovated 25% unemployment. Hotel Neustadt project is sub-project of
Kolorado project which was jointed research based project; Multiplan which was
commissioned by Halle City Planning office in the context of “Urban
Restructuring”. The projects were conducted by Raumlabor and investigated
method of soft urban regeneration without new town planning or hard planning and
demolishing.
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Figure 1-1_ Morphology of the city: as built plan
Halle-Neustadt 2005

Figure 1-2_ The Kolorado Project Subjective
Map of Neustadt

They drew urban regeneration strategies with analyzing Halle-Neustadt (2002)
(Figure 1-2, 1-3, 1-4).

Figure 1-3_ The Kolorado Plan; Strategic Division 4

Figure 1-4_ Tool for Regeneration 5

According to these strategies Raumlabor, several artists and youth from the city
organized and run the event about “Urban Restructuring” over six weeks. Hotel
Neustadt is a vision that originated in the summer of 2003 which is consisting of a
hotel in a vacant tower block. Hotel Neustadt project was the center of the event.

4
5

P. 65 Acting in Public, raumlaboreberlin, Jovis, 2008
P. 67 Acting in Public, raumlaboreberlin, Jovis, 2008
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Figure 1-5_ The Hotel-Neustadt 6

Figure 1-6_ A Mobile Sauna

There were various programs such as audio tours, presentations, a mobile
sauna, a club, film festival, exhibition about new town planning and wedding party.
Balance sheets indicate that on average the hotel was booked-up 80% of the time
with guest from around the world as well as from Halle. It reveals a great deal of
development potential for Halle-Neustadt. 7 Temporary event architecture make a
place where considered as nowhere to somewhere people want to visit.

6
7

P. 68 Acting in Public, raumlaboreberlin, Jovis, 2008
P.186 Florian Haydn, Robert Temel, Temporary Urban Spaces, Birkhauser, 2006
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1.2 Subject
Small Scale Temporary Architecture on Empty Space in the City

Subject of this thesis is specifically ‘small scale’ on ‘empty space’ of
temporary architecture. This chapter deals with definitions of scale and empty space.
Scale
‘Small’ is adjective that changes relative to the subject compared. It
means something is of limited size; of comparatively restricted dimensions; not big;
little. In this thesis, small is defined physically by 4 parameters; urban scale,
building scale, structural scale and furniture scale. This thesis considers ‘small’ and
‘large’ scale on building scale as standard. Building scale (including building) to
urban scale is considered as large scale. Furniture scale to building scale (not
including building) is considered as small scale. Figure 1-7 shows where examples
are included on 4 parameters and with approximate construction cost. Construction
costs is very different depends on scale of project. Example project ‘Bosporus
Commons’ is furniture on slope by Atelier Bow-wow that costs only less than 10
thousand dollars. However Tate Modern and High Line project which are mega
scale projects cost more than 86 million dollars.
Table 1-1 Comparison between large and small scale urban regeneration
Large
Scale
Regeneration

Permanent

Complex

Expensive

Fixed
programs

Long-term
Solution

Small
Scale
Regeneration

Temporary
(ephemeral
building)

Adaptive

Low Coast

Flexible

Short-term
Solution
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Figure 1-7_ Construction Coast and Size of Projects

For example, Tate Modern in London is Britain’s main modern art gallery. It
is based in the former the Bankside Power Station, in the Bankside area of central
London. The Bankside Power Station was built in two stages between 1947 and
1963 designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott and closed in 1981. The station stood on
the direct opposite side of the river and St Paul’s cathedral. There were many risks
and developed commercially that the station being demolished by developers.
However many people and campaigns claims the station should be preserved and
put questions for possible new uses. Finally the station was converted by architects
Herzog & de Meuron in 2000 through 8 years of construction. Tate modern is
situated on 34,300 m² site on the south side of the River Thames opposite St Paul’s
Cathedral. This gallery is considered as one of the most successful urban cultural
and potentially the world regeneration projects because through this project, an old
industrial site was activated and culture has gallery brought massive economic
profits. This large scale regeneration project had unique conditions which could not

１１

apply to smaller scale urban situations. In Figure 1-8, left side is small scale urban
regeneration and right side is large scale urban regeneration. Large scale
regeneration project covers various programs inside and also wide range of effected
neighborhood area with fixed and semi-permanent form. However small scale
regeneration easy to cover fewer programs with each stage and different form and
effected neighborhood area. Within this context, small means physical scale but
does not mean small scale of social and urban context. On the contrary small scale
urban regeneration may contain huge range of social and urban analysis. Strength of
small scale urban regeneration is physically small architecture can bring urban
regeneration with effects on large scale of social and urban environment.

Figure 1-8_ Program

１２

Abandoned and Empty Space
“A second type of practice arises from the fact that these large cities contain
a diversity of under-used space, often characterized more by memory than by
current meaning. Such spaces are located outside today’s organizing, utility-driven
logics and spatial frameworks, they are still part of the entirety of the city. It would
be a mistake and a loss to use such space maximize real estate development. They
should be unremittingly destabilized so that apart from being under-used, they also
become a continual provocation.” 8
Abandoned or empty spaces are vacant spaces for relatively long time with
no specific plan. They are often found around city especially in the area of postdevelopment. They are different from a park since park is planned for plant and rest
for residents. It is a space usually round of corner of building. Although they belong
to private sectors or government they are not managed neatly. Condition of the
space is unhealthy that it is often found with garbage, rats and weeds. Abandoned,
left over and empty space in urban are the place with full of latent potential which is
not recognized by people yet. It is not beautiful for everybody but it is waiting for
changing and being used. There are many reasons that the space is vacant.
Abandoned spaces are the product for example structural changes in the economy
and real estate development.
1. Industrial structure changing_ in the past, industrial infrastructures are
occupying extensive site in the city. Since changing of industrial structure,
decentralized needs requires smaller and more flexible units. There are
8

Saskia Sassen, other economies for another architecture, Arch+ 180. Aachen, 2006
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many of post industrial district where were abandoned such as Daninri
Power Station in Seoul and salt ponds in Incheon. Some of cases were
regenerated to public program such as Duisburg-Nord landscape Park
former steel mill and Wonderland Kalkar former nuclear power station.
2. New development have caused space fragmented especially edge of the
development district.
3. The development of new logistic system also radically effects urban
development. Improving of delivery system cause vacant storage in inner
city.
4. Economic character of site and building changing_ usage of building and
worth are changed and many of buildings are abandoned or demolished.
Loose space
This section deals with demonstrations potentiality of empty space with
theorists and planners. Abandoned and empty spaces mostly are considered as
useless space. People assume that vacant and empty of the space indicate
unproductiveness. However I believe paradoxically we can find value of the space.
Emptiness and vacantness of space indicate that the space have possibilities being
used and converted something which community need.
Christian Norberg-Schulz was the Norwegian architect, is architectural
historian and theorist. He offered a new approach to architectural space in his book;
Existence, Space and Architecture. He analyzed characteristic of existential space.
“The opening is the element that makes the place come alive. Because the basic of
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any life is interaction”9 He demonstrated that for a house not to become a prison it
must have opening into the world beyond, that connect this inner world with the
outer. Opening in a house like a door and window are a connection between two
parts of the world. He also said that in general, the opening expresses what the
place ‘wants to be’. Concept of opening of a house can be extended to city scale.
Opening on a city express needs of the place that wants to be something and show
possibilities for interaction in urban context. The urbanist Dr. Martina Baum also
demonstrated that both stability as well as openness are basic conditions for the
adaptability of buildings and cities and that they decisively co-determine their future
viability. 10 The possibility of emptiness of space needs to be interpreted as
“Looseness”. Emptiness of spaces does not mean “nothing” but it has more
possibility to have openness and looseness than spaces with fixed usage plan.
Author of book; Loose space, Karen Franck and Quentin Stevens describe
emptiness, openness and looseness of space.11 Abandoned and empty space is not
useless space but should be considered as loose space. “Loose space is the breathing
space of city life. It is offering opportunities and discovery for the unexpected, the
unregulated, the spontaneous and the risky. The possibility that looseness will occur
varies with place (or building) type, types being the categories cultures have
developed to organize the world, their beliefs and activities.”12 People perceive
freedom which means flexibility in loose space. Loose space can be generated with

9

P25, Christian Norberg-Schulz, Existence, Space and Architecture, Praeger Publishers, 1971
Martina Baum, Future viability requires adaptability and stability, Second Hand Space, Jovis 2012
11
Karen A. Frank from the New Jersey Institute of Technology and Associate Professor Quentin Stevens from
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology University of architecture and Design
12
P2 Karen A. Franck and Quentin Stevens, Tying Down Loose Space, Loose Space, Routledge, 2007
10
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“soft architecture” compared to class room with movable desks and chairs. It is
contrasted with “hard architecture” compared to class room with fixed desks and
chairs. For example Yeoido and Nanji Han-river parks shows how people use space
differently. Both parks are located beside of Han-river but perceptions of space are
not same. There are different levels which naturally connected to Han-river in
Yeoido. Variation of space let people enjoy the space with many activities. People
freely can sit, walk, swim, rid bicycle and drink beer in there. However in Nanjipark, there are only paved path and fence beside the river. People only walk, lean to
fence and see the river. It does not mean all types of space should contain same
level of looseness but certain level of looseness required to certain space. For
example, looseness of class room should not be same as looseness of park. Space
organizing make different atmosphere on the same condition. Looseness of space
make different atmosphere. Empty spaces around a city have great possibilities
converted to the space which lead people discover for the unexpected.
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1.3 Method

This thesis is conducted within an inductive method.
In Chapter 2 I will analyze several international cases which are considered as
good practice. Each case will be thoroughly analyzed with six aspects; background
theories of architect, structure, system, program, site condition, effect. I also will
draw characters of subjects which lead projects to success. These characters will be
design factors.
In Chapter3 I will introduce two temporary architecture prototypes in Seoul
which people do not perceive its possibility in urban context. Two cases shows
temporary architecture act positively in aspect of activator; changing certain spaces
and people’s activities.
There will be design proposal with the factors in Chapter 4. It suggests the
proposal with specific abandoned condition in Seoul and system of small scale
temporary architecture as activator.
Chapter 5 is conclusion.
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Table 1-2_ Structure of Thesis
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Chapter 2. Case Study

To further expand this thesis, this thesis will here analyze several
international cases of small scale temporary architecture based on abandoned spaces.
There are many cases of temporary architecture with various scale, program and site.
Two architectural firms were chosen; Atelier Bow-wow and Raumlaborberlin who
over the last to 10 years have produced visionary projects. The criteria for selection
are as follows; temporary architecture, small scale, realized works, based on empty
space and purpose for urban regeneration. Atelier Bow-wow has designed several
temporary architectures for events. Raumlaborberlin also have designed several
temporary architectures for urban intervention with events. Works for urban
regeneration of Atelier Bow-wow and Raumlaborberlin both are based on especially
empty space. This chapter analyze their background theories and series of works
with specific elements; background, site conditions, structure, programs and effects.
According to analysis, for applying to following design project phases, draw key
factors of success of their works.
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2.1 Atelier Bow-wow_ Echo Space / Micro Public Space

Atelier Bow-Wow is a Tokyo-based architectural firm founded in 1992 by
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto and Momoyo Kajima. Their core activities consist of
domestic, vernacular housing, conducting urban research, various micro spaces
designing with participating on international art exhibitions. Their works has a
central agenda the relationship between architecture, nature itself and people’s
behavior. Their concern is how users react to certain spaces and then how
architecture as space production should be reacts to them. This reaction mechanism
is especially important in as follows: the public realm.
Atelier Bow-wow emphasized possibility of empty space on their
publications and show small scale temporary architecture as public space by
converting empty space. They describe possibility of empty space as in-betweenness on their publication ‘echo space’. I considered that emptiness of space is inbetween phases of the space. It is true that statue of space is constantly changing.
They dug, built and demolish a building. The spaces become empty and abandoned
and then built again. According to their writing the value of in-between-ness and
converting space can related to cycle of space. They claim that in-between-ness on
cycle of space is necessary. In-between-ness creates relaxedness, expression of
emotions and possibilities. Emptiness of space is in-between statue which can be
considered having possibility to be converted some place. I also claim that there are
potential on empty space. I believe that we should look back many empty spaces
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around the city where we often passing by.
Atelier bow-wow describes their concern of public space in modern urban
situation.
“For example, the language of plaza as it is often implemented in modern
urban planning. In the case where bureaucratic concerns take foreground, such
open space may lack the content to nurture a diverse range of behaviors and,
without activity or pressure of any kind, this plaza cannot become anything more
than a formal symbol. On the contrary, though they may be inferior in terms of size,
facilities or formal design, lively public spaces can be encountered in old city center,
where the local inhabitants' intricate patterns of behavior endure. In other words, if
it is truly public, it must thrive out of necessity on the behavior of its users, lest it
becomes an unused, vacant space in the city.”13
They describe their works from the framework as “Micro public space”.
Atelier Bow-wow termed certain space as micro public space where they recreate
the place of behaviors and meeting occurs. Yoshiharu Tsukamoto described ‘Micro
public space’ as following.
"The quality of public space is up to the peoples' participation.… I think that just
being in a gathering space is different from participating in the shared space with
someone. We have our own programs of what public space is within our body. In the
projects on micro public space we try to turn on this program by which individuals
can participate in certain contexts. This might be around furniture or a mobile
structure which we have produced. So micro means small, but at the same
13

P14 Behaviorology, Atelier Bow-Wow, 2010
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time individual. The smallest public space might be a public space for just one
person." 14
Atelier Bow-Wow has used this framework through art festival for gathering people
to un-activated public space or vacant space. They have experimented various
relationship between local customs and supporting physical environment; size,
material, programs. Their series of these experiments have appeared various form;
artificial topography, small buildings, mobile structures, large furniture. The event
by the project suddenly happens on unexpected space in the city. Flexibility of event
and physical form make in-between-ness of space and situations. As they described
in-between-ness makes possibility and richness. That is also connected to
possibilities of temporary architecture on changing process of empty space to useful
space.
I chose to analyze three specific projects of theirs; BMW Guggenheim Lab,
Rockscape and Bosporus Commons. Three projects are small scale temporary
architecture on empty spaces with events.

14

Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, Archinect, 2007, http://archinect.com/features/article.php?id=56468_0_23_24_M
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2.1.1 BMW Guggenheim Lab

The BMW Guggenheim Lab is a mobile laboratory traveling to nine major
cities worldwide over six years. Led by international, interdisciplinary teams of
emerging talents in the areas of urbanism, architecture, art, design, science,
technology, education, and sustainability, the Lab addresses issues of contemporary
urban life through programs and public discourse. Its goal is the exploration of new
ideas, experimentation, and ultimately the creation of forward-thinking solutions for
city life. 15 BMW Guggenheim Lab is the first world wide event that architectures,
culture and cities are combined.
Structure and Scale
Over six year migration, the project planned with three distinct mobile
structures and thematic cycles. Each structure will designed by different architects.
The first two year cycle structure was designed by Atelier Bow-Wow as ‘traveling
toolbox’. Key points for traveling several cities are ‘lightness’ and ‘movability’.
‘Adaptability’ also important since same structure will be applied on different urban
contexts. It is a compact rectangular form with lightweight carbon fiber structure
approximately 6m x 15m x 8m. The carbon fiber is extremely lightweight and hightensile material more common in airplane than building structure. It is more
expensive than steel but it is suitable for this pavilion that will travel and reducing
the transit load. The half upper part of the structure is wrapped in a semitransparent
mesh. This part is for flexible rigging system and lifted above the ground on six
15

http://www.bmwguggenheimlab.org/what-is-the-lab ,accessed in 17th August 2012
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columns. Brilliant idea of the structure is that they divided it with two part of the
space. By dividing it capacity of space can be maximized. The volume of upper part
is same as below. Folded tables and chairs can be raised on the upper part since the
below of structure should react flexibly to various programs. Through storing unusing furniture on the top lower half of the structure can have open space which can
be easily accommodate various programs. Lower part is totally open space which
people freely access from outside and by using curtain the open space can react to
programs flexibly.

Figure 2-1_ Floor Plan 1:300
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Figure 2-3_ Structure

Figure 2-2_ Storage

Figure 2-4_ Section a-a’

Site
The BMW Guggenheim Lab had finished two cycles in New York and
Berlin and is traveling to Mumbai for third cycle. The event had been held
temporary in New York about ten weeks; August 3rd to October 16, 2011 and in
Berlin about seven weeks; June 15 to July 29, 2012. Interesting part of this
installation was site condition of New York cycle. The site of New York cycle was
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empty and abandoned space on South of Manhattan. The BMW Guggenheim Lab
initiated the first cycle in New York City’s neighborhood on the border between the
Lower East Side and the East Village. It is situated in First Park where a site once
occupied by an apartment buildings. The buildings were demolished in the first half
of the twentieth century to make way for traffic on Houston Street. The lab extended
into a lot facing First Street. This lot was abandoned for years and infested with rats
after pre-existing apartment building collapsed decades ago. This lot was gated off
for precautionary measures. After the BMW Guggenheim Lab have been granted to
access for using the space for the project, the space was transformed. The lot was
cleaned up, covered with paving stones, and enclosed with a new wrought-iron
fence.
This temporary event has proven how empty space for more than decade can
be improved by temporary architecture. Since the Lab’s close, the improvement
have remained, unusable city vacant site transformed into public park space. This
event benefits residents of the Lower East Side and the city at large by permanently
improving a long-vacant lot. It was not only about physical improving but also
about brings attention to urban condition and communities. After activation the site
by the event, there was a neighborhood discussion for using the site after the Lab
leaving. There are approximately more than 40 lots are vacant within 500 meters of
the site. The project brought public discussion about reconsidering urban vacant
space to bring back to public. The event in New York generated public opinion if
new type of community spaces and urban living. It was a chance to explore the
condition of potentials of urban environment.
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Figure 2- 5_ Site Plan 1:500

Program
Concerning of urban environment was brought not only by site condition but
also by program of event. The theme of the first two year cycle of the lab is
‘confronting comfort’, exploring notion of individual and collective comfort and the
urgent need for environmental and social responsibility. The lab is a part of urban
think tank which is part community center and public gathering space. Several
events were held through the project such as; screening, talk, tour, fieldwork,
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workshop and special events. Main concern of the events were finding locality,
community neighborhood and re-thinking about urban situation. It brought many
questions of our urbanity in modern city such as- Workshop: what is local in a
globally connected city. What is beyond gentrification on New York City where
have been through many economic developments. / Fieldwork: What is acting
locally since ‘local’ constantly changing. / Talk: Sustainism as the new modernism.

Figure 2- 6_ New York Site

Figure 2- 7_ Discussion

Figure 2- 8_ Lab in Berlin

Effect
There are many reasons that BMW Guggenheim Lab in New York could
succeed to bring public discussions and participations. The structure and site
condition were important elements. Simple but compact structure could provide
perfect condition that people participate actively. As mentioned earlier, Atelier Bowwow describe Micro Public Space is a space with individuals participations. The
events could be succeeded through structure and spaces organizing which naturally
bring individuals’ participation. The location of event brought great impact to public.
The event actually had been held on abandoned space where converted to a space
for public discussion and communities. The structure was opportunity to prove how
the space can be re-activated by showing realized works. It is persuasive that
discussion about realized projects than imaginary possibilities. For example, the lab
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in Berlin could not fully brought public discussion about urban environment. The
site condition and neighborhood situation was different from New York. According
to Business Week, BMW Guggenheim Lab in Berlin almost was canceled due to
threats of violence from left-wing activists who support Kreuzberg area former site
of the Lab. Kreuzberg is the punk rock, activist, multi-culture and graffiti
neighborhood of Berlin. They claim that the location of the Lab threatens to raise
rents in the area displacing low income populations. Thus the Lab was held on
Prenzlauer Berg which more familiar with New York’s gentrification geography.
The location is a former industrial site that currently houses studios, galleries and
restaurants. Berlin Lab could not suggest any urban regeneration compared to New
York Lab since the site and neighborhood itself do not need any urban regeneration.
There is the critical points; various sources investment from major company.
It was impossible event to provide various program and structure without
investment from major company. However this project more related to the concept
of ‘Lab’ which is a field to experiment possibilities. The Lab has meaning that
arouses public discussion and interest about urban environment. This temporary
architecture is not a permanent physical solution but it left ‘trace’ as public opinion.
The importance of trace is that it is related to public memories which can affect any
other development around people who experience temporary architecture. It
reminds alternative solutions that ‘hard planning is not the only option they have.
In this context, temporary architecture leaves ‘trace’ which has permanent influence
on the city.
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2.1.2 Rockscape

Rockscape was temporary open air theater on the center of Liverpool. It was
one of commissions in ‘MADE UP’ project on Liverpool biennial, 2008. MADE UP
outside the gallery allowed fiction to rub up against the real, inviting artists to carve
out space for the imagination in the everyday, whether in imaginary models made
manifest as real examples, or playful re-workings of the real. 16 This temporary
architecture shows how fragmented space can be converted to community space
with urban context.
Site
Rockscape project was inspired by Liverpool condition and the site itself.
Liverpool is a cultural center and focus for the North West of England. It is a
traditional port city which was main engine for developing the city. The economics
of Liverpool had been declined since World War Two. It causes severe problems
such as urban structure decline as well as unemployment. Some downtown area of
the city was damaged and remains undeveloped until now. There are large number
of small, vacant properties can be founded. Atelier Bow-Wow thought this project
was an opportunity to activate the area through public participation by art biennial.
They had selected empty downtown site which is located at intersection of Renshaw
Street. Figure 2-9 shows previous site condition. This site had been un-used since
2001 until Atelier Bow-Wow chose to re-activate the space in 2008. I was

16
http://liverpoolbiennial.co.uk/programmes/festivals/programmes/5/2008/19/made-up/ ,accessed in 17th August
2012
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successful to bring concentration to the space and people actively using the space.
However after Liverpool biennale finished, the site could not be developed further.
Figure 2-10 and 2-11 show site condition in 2009. The site is closed to public and
the pavilion remains with no special purpose. The site once had regenerated by the
event but not lasted.

Figure 2-9_December 2007

Figure 2-10_December 2009

Figure 2-11_September 2009

Program
Atelier Bow-Wow considered that Liverpool’s music tradition and rock’n’
roll culture is important that it directly influence the behavior of local people. This
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type of social interaction centers on basement-level pubs on the weekend, with
concerts lasting deep into the night.17 The site carted flyposters to advertise the
local music scene, Rockscape transforms the site itself into a venue for music and
performance. Every weekend during the festical, local musician, poets and dancers
performed at the theater. In the absence of scheduled performances, the city itself
took center stage, as visitors become spectators enjoying commanding views of the
surrounding area. 18
Structure
Rockscape was shaped to form of amphitheater. Atelier Bow-Wow had used
simply wood steps for seating. It took its inspiration from the sandstone that forms
the bedrock of the city, and brought rocky topography with the classical form of the
ancient Greek theater, to create a stepped structure extruding from the contour of the
irregularly shaped site.19 They planned several steps of seating which was raised to
touch the adjacent wall of neighboring buildings. At the highest levels, wooden
acoustic panels on poles are added, reminiscent of the chorus as seen in classical
Greek performance. The dark red color takes inspiration from the symbolic local
stone of Liverpool Cathedral nearby. 20 The structure was not a temporary structure
system. It was built semi-permanently with wood steps. This semi-permanent
system cause the space remains un-used again. It could not bring further public
discussion.

17
18
19
20

P304 Behaviorology, Atelier Bow-Wow, 2010
http://liverpoolbiennial.co.uk/whatson/past/all/102/rockscape/ ,accessed 17th August 2012
http://liverpoolbiennial.co.uk/whatson/past/all/102/rockscape/, accessed 17th August 2012
P304 Behaviorology, Atelier Bow-Wow, 2010
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Figure 2-12_ Site

Figure 2-13_ Steps

Figure 2-14_ Performance

Effect
Rockscape project shows possibility that empty and abandoned space can be
converted through converting empty space to performance space. The site had been
used about 2 months since several years left over. There were plenty possibilities the
structure is continuously because the system was semi-permanent not temporal and
movable. However the site is closed to access and the structure is abandoned once
again. The structure could not used not only for the biennale in that the structure
was easy and fast to build and cheap but not movable or adaptable. If the structure
and system were movable and adaptable, the structure could be used for local
community with various events.
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2.1.3 Bosporus Commons

Bosporus Commons show how abandoned space can be converted for the
public with simple gesture. Bosporus Commons is a project that empty slope space
turning to useful space. This project was a project that activating urban space with
student and children by 10th international Istanbul biennial 2007. Main concern of
the project is Bosporus must return to commons. Bosporus Commons is a practice
of common space realized together with art and architecture students.21 Atelier
Bow-Wow planned triangle steps on abandoned slope where perfect place to enjoy
the Bosporus Strait view.
Site
Turkish bow window is one of important architectural and urban elements of
Istanbul. However since rapid development, the element has been neglected. This
element had been deeply embedded to local life style and people’s behavior. It is a
serious problem that the negligence of urban element transforms the definition of
public space. Bosporus view is the treasure of Istanbul which is occupied by only
high class people. Atelier Bow-wow chooses an empty sloped site facing the
Bosporus Strait provides spectacular views to Istanbul’s side as well as across the
Golden Horn. 22
Structure
Bosporus Commons was influenced from the public staircases and heavily

21
22

http://10b.iksv.org/english/proje.asp?pid=8 , accessed 17th August 2012
P288 Behaviorology, Atelier Bow-Wow, 2010
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sloped streets with vendors around Istanbul. The main challenge to activate slope is
economic: providing converge with the minimum amount of material while
covering maximum surface area. By using checkered triangle pattern, seats alternate
with space exposing the ground. Triangle seats was made by thin plywood and
wood pole and attached on the ground with anchor at two points of triangle. This
system also can be applied to any other slope space with minimum budget.
Program
The custom of relaxing with friends and family on similar site overlooking the
Bosporus already exists. Bosporus Commons provided more place to rest audience
from biennial and local people.
Effect
Bosporus Commons brought maximum effect with minimum budget. I
consider this project took smart system since they used common material and
simple method for giving back Bosporus view to public by converting abandoned
slope. It is a ‘typological answer’ that addresses a broader need in society. Although
this small scale temporary architecture was not permanent it was enough to inspire
people to look city space in a new way. It was removed after the biennial people can
apply this method on any other slope around Bosporus and can enjoy the view.
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Figure 2- 15_ Section

Figure 2-16_ System

Figure 2-17_ Plan

Figure 2-19_ Site Condition
Figure 2-18_ Site, 2011

Figure 2-20_ View
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2.2 Raumlaborberlin_ Acting in Public

This chapter contains analysis of raumlaborberlin’s works which cohere with
atelier bow-wow’s works on the last chapter. Most of their works related to urban
regeneration and urban intervention with architectural idea. Following chapter
analyze characteristics of structure system and program and effect of urban
regeneration with their representative work; Kitchen Monument.
raumlaborblerlin is a network, a collective of 8 trained architects who have
come together in a collaborative work-structure. They were founded in Berlin in
1999. They work at the intersection of architecture, city planning, art and urban
intervention. 23 They work as mediator between many specialists such as residents,
artists, urban planner. Their work is based on the principles of empirical designbased research. Collective action questions the meaning of urban spatial function
and goes on to explore the potentials of buildings and areas. Spatial experience
becomes a central concern. Their projects produce a framework for individually
initiated perception and use of previously appropriated places, thus forming a basis
for subjective or collective public self-projection and a higher level of social
interaction. 24 They produce spaces which are not conventional, fragmented
planning and building procedures. Their works based on places that are abandoned,
left over or in transition that related to a process of urban transition. They try to take
out ‘everyday space’ to ‘non daily space’. The basic activities of residents could
23
24

http://www.raumlabor.net/?page_id=2 (accessed in 06 August 2012)
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happen on non daily urban space with un-expected communication.
“Everyday space is spontaneously created by the people who spend time in a
city. Places are products of densification, boundaries are negotiated, and territories
are marked, occupied and abandoned. City space is elastic; it is shaped by the
interventions of its user. 1:1 intervention in a city means establishing a direct,
participating relationship with urban space.” 25
This direct intervention by individual who are not a professional
considerably differs from conventional architecture and urban intervention. This
shows new tools and tactics of urbanity. It encourages alternative approach of
operation. raumlaborberlin believes this alternative intervention could be a helpful
intervention for public dead urbanity. They usually build ‘urban prototypes’; each
object is developed out of the specifics of place. ‘Kitchen Monument’ is one of the
prototypes. It has since been used more than once. They do not merely recasting
projects that they already done. They try to find conjunction of each situation;
spatial, social and economic context with the prototype 26.

25
26

Alex Farber and Marianne Muller: “X-berg reloaded, Urbanismus direct”, 2007
P.15 Acting in Public, raumlaborberlin, Jovis, 2008
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2.2.1 Mobile Sculpture

Mobile sculpture is temporary and movable pavilion with many series which
has two state of being. It has been transformed four times firstly started with
Kitchen Monument, secondly Space Buster, thirdly Bang Bang and fourthly Rosy.
This sculpture can be extended into public space by pneumatic spatial mantle that
transforms it into a temporary collective space.27 This sculpture is a mobile urban
prototype which travels cities and being implemented. This project is everyday
urban crossing and communication point with various programs such as Kitchen.
The kitchen is a symbolic connection between private and public.
Structure
This mobile sculpture consists of two elements 28: the box and the bubble.
The box is a parent unit for entrance, containing the bubble and controller. The
bubble is main space for activities which can be fold and stored.
1. The Box: encased in anodized sheet steel. Its inner space is lined with grey
felt. It contains a wardrobe, a reception, and storage space. The box houses
a pneumatic structure and the technology needed to inflate it. It also
functions as the entrance to the bubble. (Approximate dimensions: length =
3 meters, width = 2 meters, height = 3.1 meters.) These part was a box in
first phase ‘Kitchen Monument’ 2006. However it has bad been
transformed to a van since 2009 ‘Space Buster’ for New York location.

27
28

P.176 Acting in Public, raumlaborberlin, Jovis, 2008
P. 98 Acting in Public, raumlaboreberlin, Jovis, 2008
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2. The Bubble: a pneumatic spatial shell that expands out of the box. The
bubble is made of translucent, reinforced PE laminate. A ramp made of
steel grating creates the bridge between the box and the bubble. A fan
located under the grating inflates the bubble and continually provides it
with air. The box simultaneously functions are a pressure gage and relief
vent. (Approximate dimensions: length = 20 meters, width = 12 meters,
height = 6 meters.)

Figure 2-21_ Plan

The system is simple. Mobile sculpture can travel and be parked anywhere.
By expanding the bubble they make a space for public. After finishing events, they
deflate it and travel again. The system make possible the sculpture can have
mobility. The structure generates space environment which people perceive as
positive space, the space where they want to stay. The bubble is the main part for
generating this atmosphere. The particular material and translucent blurs outside
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negative conditions. By passing the box the atmosphere dramatically changed which
makes people perceive the inside space is safe and positive.

Figure 2-22_ Detail Section

Detail section in Figure 2-22 shows system and material of the structure.
Basically the structure is made by steel angle frame and plywood that is covered
with galvanized sheet steel. The air supply is located underneath the entrance to the
bubble. The edge of bubble is hidden by inserting it between inside finishing
materials hardboard and structure material. There is air lock (cold-store curtain) on
the entrance from outside to protect from loss air.
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Figure 2-23_ Detail Drawing 29 and Space Division

Figure 2-24_ Section

Figure 2-25_ System

Figure 2-27_ The Van
Figure 2-26_ The Box

29

P1336, Detail, 2009
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Program
Mobile sculpture has flexibility that not only can adapt to the site and
environment but also can contain various programs. This prototype is movable and
being transformed to urban situation; urban context, different scale with the city and
citizen. Different program are staged in different city and users. It has spectrum of
banquet, conference, feast, ballroom, ping pong arena, cinema, and steam bath. This
public event based on individual participation like previous cases. These are not a
special program such as art exhibition but ordinary and daily programs. These
ordinary programs often considered that it is better when we share. People prefer
eating together than alone. Dancing alone is not bad but if we share, it is more fun.
Mobile sculpture takes out these ordinary activities to un-expected locations thus we
can enjoy together. For example at the first version Kitchen Monument they put
communal kitchen into bubble. The kitchen is the type of place that has the potential
to reflect urban identities as well as cultural peculiarities and traditions.

Figure 2-28_ Program Plan
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Figure 2-29_ Tango lesson

Figure 2-30_ Kitchen

Figure 2-31_ Boxing

Site
It has been traveling since 2006. This prototype has been developed through
implemented various cities. It was started with “Kitchen Monument” in 2006 to
2008 installed 11 cities; Duisburg, Mülheim, Hamburg, Warschau, Gie
βen, Berlin,
Hannover, Liverpool, Frankfurt, Bremen and Endhoven. In 2009 and 2011, it was
installed as “Space Buster” in New York. The part of box for entrance and
equipment of prototype had been transformed to a van. It freely traveled many
places especially un-used space in New York. In 2009 and 2010, it visited Seoul for
exhibition and Anyang for “Anyang Public Art Project” with named “Bang Bang”
which represent Korean spatial characteristic. It was also transformed again. They
attached more bubble room beside and top of a van. It was implemented in London
as a pavilion for the ballerina; “Rosy”. They merge three big bubbles at this time for
larger space to performing and educating ballet.
The mobile urban prototype was installed approximately 80 days and
various locations. The following Figure 2-32 shows how many days it was installed
on each location. It was installed mostly on parks and secondly many times on
parking lots. There are un-expected places such as parking lot, street, under the
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bridge, left over space and factory. Most of these spaces are empty or abandoned
spaces which are not used with certain program. The mobile sculpture allows people
to recognize spaces anew by experience everyday activities such as kitchen and
steam bath on the spaces. Mobile urban prototype can activate empty and
abandoned space temporary. It does not choose what should be on the space.
However it shows possibilities and activeness of space and neighborhood.

21
14
11
8

7

7
4

4

3
1

Figure 2-32_ Installed Days of Locations

Effect
Mobile sculpture succeeds to build community by leading individual
participations. It also succeeds making people to recognize empty and abandoned
spaces with new way. Structure and system of it played an important part in its
success. The character of structure and system can be interpreted to flexibility. It has
physical flexibility within urban context and programs. The structure has movability
that can travel anywhere and adaptability that is not restricted by physical limits;
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size of the place. It also create special atmosphere by material and space
organization that makes people stay. It is also adaptable with various program
changes and events.

Figure 2-33_ Under the
Highway

Figure 2-34_ Park

Figure 2-36_ Street

Figure 2-37_ Parking Lot

Figure 2-35_ Under the High
Line

Figure 2-38_ Play Ground
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Table 2-1_ Analysis of 4 Cases

Event/
Period

BMW Guggenheim
Rockscape
Lab
2011, 08.03-10.16
2008, 09.20-11.30
The BMW
Liverpool Biennale
Guggenheim Lab

Bosporous
Commons
2007, 09.08-11.04
Istanbul Biennale

Site

New York

Liverpool

Istanbul

Condition
of Site

Empty Space

Empty Space

Empty Slope

Structure
Assemble and
Disassemble

Furniture

Furniture

Fixed Deck

Movable Bench

Scale
System

Material

Carbon Fiber

Wood

Wood

Program

Screening, Talk, Tour,
Workshop of Local
Community

Music Concert

Resting with
Bosporous View

Effect

- Transformed
- Brought public
abandoned space to
-Re-activated the site
interest and
space for local
successfully with
discussion about local
community
simple structure
community.
- Re-using abandoned
- Allowed people to
- Brought discussion space was temporary.
enjoy heritage of the
about re-using of - The site abandoned
city.
empty space on New again after the event
York
since structure was
unmovable.

Mobile Sculpture
2008, 09.20-11.30
16 Events including
Liverpool Biennale
Liverpool, 15 Cities
including Anyang in
Korea
Park, Parking Lot,
Plaza, Playground,
Road, Exhibition
Hall, Underneath
Bridge, Empty Space,
Factory
Structure
Movable Controller
and Inflatable Space
Controller: a van,
Space for using:
Translucent PE
Laminate
Various
(Dining, Screening,
Sauna, Boxing etc.)
- Succeeded to bring
participation of
people
- Succeeded people to
newly recognize nondaily space with daily
activities

- Possible to apply - Impossible to apply
another site since able another site since the
- Possible to apply
to assemble
- Possible to apply
structure.
any other slope since
various site since the
Possibility - The structure was - The structure was
simple system and
used already for the based on unique site
system.
material.
event in Berlin.
condition.

Picture
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2.3 Characteristic Systems of Small Scale Temporary
Architecture

The analysis made in Chapter 2.1 and 2.2 produces the following results that
characteristic small scale temporary architecture for urban regeneration. In order to
apply the characteristics on a design proposal in Chapter 4, there will be definition
and analysis of each characteristic in this section.

2.3.1 Space and Structure System

As noted on Chapter1, fast architecture has several characteristics such as;
low coast, short-term solution, fast etc. In this section, there will be specific
attribution analyzing of 4 cases on Chapter 2.1 and 2.2; BMW Guggenheim Lab,
Rockscape, Bosporous Commons and Mobile Sculpture. According to 4 cases, there
is one main attribution “Mobility” in terms of structure and space system.
2.3.1.1 Mobility
Mobility has two aspects; (1) Physical move-ability (2) Spatial responding.
(1) Physical move-ability means literally structure can travel to several locations
which is opposite to traditional concept of architecture. It is also related to
installation time. (2) Spatial responding means the structure has spatial
characteristic or system to respond to constantly changing situations and various
users.
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• Physical move-ability
Except Rockscape, 3 cases; BMW Guggenheim Lab, Bosporous Commons
and Mobile Sculpture are possible to physically travel to various locations.
BMW Guggenheim Lab has prefabrication system which lightness and
proper sizing are crucial factors. Material of the project is carbon fiber which
reduces energy and coast to travel. The structures can be packed with approximately
under 9m size (Figure 2-39). This system should has assemble and disassemble
steps which demands lots of human workforce compared to other cases. It takes
long time for installation. This structure takes few days to assemble all units.
However these steps make possible the structure can be travel to any other location
regardless of distance. Bosporous Commons structures are consisted of plate for
sitting and 3 pinning legs. There is not specific system since one person can easily
carry by hands. In terms of installation time, this structure does not require time to
install it unless every unit is already made. Mobile Sculpture has inflatable system
which is efficient to minimize volume of the using space. The space for using is
relatively large; 19m x 12m but it can be packed to small size which can carried by
vehicle. This structure can be quickly installed within 30 minutes. It can directly
travel by one vehicle to only limited distance which connected by roads. In other
words, it cannot travel long distance; continent to continent. Mobile Sculpture had
been used on several locations in Europe and Asia especially on Anyang, Seoul. In
Anyang case, inflatable PE Laminate using part had been used same one but a
vehicle part; control and container had been replaced as local one. Rocksacpe is
impossible to physically move-able and assemble / disassemble since the structure
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oriented by specific site conditions. This structure also takes long time to install.
Through this section, crucial factor of prototype to performance mobility is rootlessness. Projects which have physically mobility are deliberately disconnected to lands.
Rootless-ness also means that the architecture leaves nothing after travel to next
location which is opposite to traditional immovable architecture.

Figure 2-39_ Packing

•

Spatial responding
In point of spatial responding, only two cases; BMW Guggenheim Lab and

Mobile Sculpture have possible spaces. Both projects have separate spaces to using
and controlling. The using space can freely respond to various circumstances and
users by separating from control and equipment spaces. Rockscape and Bosporous
Commons projects have specific forms of prototype only for certain activities. The
reason BMW Guggenheim Lab and Mobile Sculpture both projects can respond to
various situations that using space is a prototype that is ‘single space’ and also
‘multi purposes’.
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Table 2-2_ Summery of 4 Cases Mobility
BMW
Guggenheim

Rockscape

Lab
O

X

Bosporous

Mobile

Commons

Sculpture

O

O

Prefabrication

Drive

Travel Long
Physical
moveMobility

ability

Spatial
responding

Distance

-

Carry by Hands

(Continent to

Travel
Limited
Distance

Continent)
Installation

Installation

Time:

Time:

within 4 days

within 10 days

O

X

Installation

Installation

Time:

Time:

within

within

5 minutes

30 minutes

X

O

2.3.2 Flexibility; Adaptability

Last section 2-3-1 covers structure and space system. This analysis conclude
to specific concept of small scale temporary architecture; ‘Flexibility’. Flexibility
means small scale temporary architecture should be adaptable on (1) functions and
(2) locations. Small scale temporary architectures can fully operable when meet two
elements. Architect Yona Friedman described relation between individual and city
as following.
“When I was a schoolboy, I discovered that a house alone does not exist, that it
does not end as the outer limits of the ground floor, but continues on to the streets,
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the garden, then, to the house, across the street. The house across the street itself
continues into what is in front of it, and so forth. To imagine one house is to
imagine the whole world.”30
He was convinced that architecture only defines a frame and a structure which
spaces defines by activities of inhabitants. The system with two elements; (1)
functions and (2) locations can supports various users’ activities and unexpected
events.

30

P 9, Yona Friedman, Pro Domo, Actar, 2006
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Chapter 3. Prototype of Temporary Architecture
in Seoul

According to the last chapter, temporary architecture by architect's planning
can bring positive attentions and participation, but it also has limitation of pursuing
the effects longer. Thus, analyzing Seoul for further design process in this chapter is
based on the three main hypotheses: (1) temporary architecture and using can have
positive long term effects; and (2) temporary architecture by planning could not
have a long term effect by itself; and (3) unplanned temporary architecture can be
successfully incorporated into the planning and managed architecture. There are
many kinds of temporary architecture in Seoul which are focused on street furniture,
artwork and advertising technology. The limitation of these works is that it cannot
expand to spatial activities. These works can bring people’s attention but it cannot
bring participation of people. This chapter is the analysis of temporary architecture
on Seoul with both ordinary life and driven event both.
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3-1. Conditions of Temporary Architecture for events in
Korea

To indentify situation of temporary architecture for event in Seoul,
understanding existing temporary architecture for event on various location in
Korea is important. Since 1990s there have been many international festivals and
biennales started in Korea. International events based on large cities have boosted
growth of local economy and recognition. The following list is main international
festivals in Korea.
•

Jechon International Film Festival since 2005

•

Jarasum International Jazz Festival since 2004

•

Busan International Architecture Festival since 2001

•

Chungju International Craft Biennale since 1999

•

Puchon International Fantastic Film Festival since 1997

•

Busan International Film Festival since 1996

•

Gwangju Biennale since 1995
There are more than hundreds of festivals held recently and it seems that

participation and the level of interest are getting higher. Most of these festivals are
based on the city and organized by the city. Festival is good opportunity to promote
their foods, experience of city, nature. However, most of festivals were held on main
culture center which made visitors hang around only the center and left. To
maximize effect from the festival the city should be involved directly to the festival
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and visitors. Many of city holding the festival are large enough to hold festival but
have stopped economic development. It leads spaces and building to be de-activated.
Encouraging people to hang around the city not only the center is the best way to
promote their city. For giving this reason to visitors, temporary architecture for
event is an effective way.
Using temporary architecture for event is still passive. Figure 3-2 and 3-3
are pictures of temporary architecture for Jechon international film festival in 2012.
The tents are information center and gift shop. Beside the tents, there were street
performances and people sat around it. There were hundreds of visitors around since
the space was main center of the festival. If the temporary architecture for the center
were more progressive, people can enjoy more fully actively the festival and
performance lively.

Figure 3-1_ Architecture for Events
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Figure 3-3_ Street Performance Beside the Tent

Figure 3-2_ Information Tent

Following contents; Vinyl House and Pojangmacha are prototypes of
temporary architecture in Seoul which shows that Seoul has already active
temporary architecture which people do not recognize it as possibility.
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3.2 Vinyl House; Green House

Vinyl House; green house is a framed or an inflated structure covered with a
transparent or translucent material in which crops could be grown under the
conditions of at least partially controlled environment and which is large enough to
permit person to work within it to carry out cultural operations. It has been evolved
in material, structure and usage. Vinyl House is not only for planting but has
possibility to apply its system to various events as temporary architecture. There are
already cases that applying its system to public events.
The growing of off- season cucumber under transparent stone for Emperor
Tiberius in the 1st century, is the earliest reported protected agriculture. The first
greenhouse in the 1700s used glass on one side only as a sloping roof. Protected
agriculture was fully established with the introduction of polyethylene after the
World War II. The first use of polyethylene as a greenhouse cover was in 1948. It
has been rapidly provided for growing since 1954 in Korea that is the most
important gardening industrial facility. According to Korean Statistical Information
Service, in 2010 total area of Vinyl House in Korea is 52,850 (ha) and only 0.6 %
(321 ha) is located in Seoul. 31 Since the purpose of Vinyl House, it is hard to find in
Seoul. Most of Vinyl House are located outside of the city.

3.2.1 Structure

31

Korean Statistical Information Service
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Vinyl House structure of various types is used. It is assembled with main two
structure elements; frame and skin. Materials of each element are focused on light
weight since reducing product price. Bamboo and wood had been used in the past
and recently iron pipe and hard PVC pipe are used for frame structure. The name of
Vinyl House is come from the material of skin that is usually polyethylene in Korea.
Vinyl House can be classified based on their shape or style. The commonly
followed types of Vinyl House based on shape are lean-to, even span, uneven span,
ridge and furrow, saw tooth and Quonset. Ridge furrow and Quonset shape is most
common in Korea. Figure 3-4 shows standard structure and material of Vinyl House
in Korea. The width of structure is approximately 5.4m and height is 2.6m. The
length is not fixed that is expandable with various situations. The structure of the
original Vinyl House is fixed to ground for planting seasonal crops. Steel frame is
joined with welding or brackets.

Figure 3-4_ Standard Vinyl House Structure and Material
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3.2.2 Possibility

Interesting phenomenon is that Vinyl House is used not only for planting but
other activities; housing, restaurant, performance, party and wedding in the world.
Since structure and construction of Vinyl House is relatively simple, easy and cheap
considering the effect; large and protected inside space, it is commonly converted to
various purpose. For applying various purposes, structure system of Vinyl House
has been modified by users. Figure 3-5 shows structure and material of folding type
which is one of modified Vinyl House. The structure is joined by welding and
foldable joint. This structure system has been used for large scale warehouse in
factories. However, it is recently modified to small scale with ventilation system to
use outside restaurant space.

Figure 3-5_ Modified Vinyl House Structure and Material_ Folding Type

Figure 3-6 to 3-11 are temporary Samgyopsal; Korean-style bacon restaurant
in Gwanjin-gu, Seoul. The restaurant is based on besides building and expands their
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hall to empty space which is used for parking lot in day time. The parking space can
be transformed to another purpose when it needed. This system make possible to
use space efficiently in sense of Seoul have been suffered from lack of parking
space. This Seoul situation makes more parking spaces which is regarded as lessactivated space. Using less activated space with double usage is economical
decision. The frame structure of original Vinyl House is mainly fixed to the ground.
Owner has modified frame structure that could be fold when restaurant closed and
store furniture inside. When the restaurant open, it can be expand to require size
freely depends on situation. The material of frame is truss structure that is suitable
for frequent size changing. Owner also changed skin material to durable black tent.
Another modification is owner added equipments; lightning, air-conditioning and
special ventilation since roasting pork causing heavy smoke and smell.

Figure 3-6_ Closing

Figure 3-7_ Open

Figure 3-8_ Front View

Figure 3-9_ Main Building

Figure 3- 10_ Inside

Figure 3-11_ Ventilation
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Vinyl House system had been transformed to performing stage for Gwangju
international performing art festival in October 2 to 16, 2010 (Figure 3-12).
Gwnagju performing art foundation planed stage inside of Vinyl House for citizen
participation. It was located on the plaza of Gwangju culture & center. It was width
12 meters and length 25 meters size with over 200 seats. Vinyl House system is easy
to generate large space for performing since is freely expand lengthways, and
relatively cheap, easy to disassemble. Steel pipe (48 millimeters) structure was
assembled with clamps (Figure 3-15) in this stage. The plaza was named as public
space but was more than empty space as passage to the culture center. The vinyl
performing house could activate the space with easier way to approach.

Figure 3-12_ Front View

Figure 3-13_ Name

Figure 3-14_ Inside
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Figure 3-15_ Structure

3.3 Parking Restaurant; Pojangmacha

Pojangacha refers to small tented restaurant on wheels, or street stall in
Korea which sell a variety of popular street foods. It literally means “covered
wagon” in Korea. 32 It is often used for selling various things such as accessories
and clothing to vegetables. However it is mainly used for foods and largely divided
into two kinds; on for snacks during the daytime and the other for drinking during
the nighttime. These days, Pojangmacha is collaborated with various foods such as
pasta and sushi. The situation and behavior of people is totally changed when
Pojangmacha is unfolded. It make street or empty space; nowhere to kitchen and
restaurant; somewhere.
Pojangmacha have been loved from ordinary people since it started around
Korea liberation (194) until now. In 1950s to 1960s, it had sold fried bird and glass
of soju (a distilled beverage) and in 1970s, changed its system similar as now. In
1970s, glass of soju and makgeolli (Korean rice wine) and in 1980s, beer was main
menu. After 1990s, Pojangmacha had been disappeared because of less popular and
policemen control. At this time, it had changed to merge inside of building which
was actually same as ordinary bar. Pojangmacha have been changed its system and
menu to survive. It was considered unhealthy and unhygienic but it has been
evolved and still popular.

32

Elisa Ludwig (Mar 14, 2007). "Pojangmacha". citypaper.net.
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3.3.1 System

The most important characteristic of Pojangmacha is mobility. It should be
controllable scale. Kitchen and equipments should be easy to move around. Covered
tent protects customer from rain and wind. Pojangmacha can be classified largely
three with mobility.

Figure 3-16_ Wagon Type

Figure 3-17_ Truck Type

Figure 3-18_ Kiosk Type

(1) Classic type: one wagon system. There are simple kitchen on the top of the
wagon and customer stands or sit and eat round the wagon. This type is movable but
not easy to travel long distance. When it closed, owner usually parks it around their
spot. For example, there are many wagon style Pojangmacha in Myengdong. They
park it in basement floor car parking lot with contract of building owner. (2) Truck
type: while time changed some of wagon changed to small size truck which is
convenience to move and carry all equipment, ingredients and tables. This type is
common in resident area. They are freely movable so some truck Pojangmacha
follows festivals all around the city and travel. (3) Kiosk type: most of Pojangmacha
is illegal. Kiosk type is legal Pojangmacha and controlled by government. Size and
shape is standardized. This type is not common as other types.
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Figure 3-19_ Standard Pojangmacha Material

Figure 3-20_ Section of Pojangmacha

Figure 3-19 and 3-20 shows materials, size and functions of Pojangmacha.
Most of frame of Pojanmacha are made by stainless because of corrosiveness and
durability. The weight of this structure more than 100kg which is changeable
depends on the material and size. There is much storage below of the plate and
underneath the roof structure. The plate can be a table for customers by unfolding it.
The structure is covered by polyethylene tarpaulin for protecting inside space from
rain and wind. The structure cost around 1,000,000 won ~ 2,000,000 won (930$ ~
1,800$) which is easy compared to opening restaurant in a building.
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3.3.2 Possibility

A street stall is mobile and temporary furniture founded on various countries,
e.g. Korea, Japan, China, Thailand, Germany and France. Most of street stalls sell
street foods. As noted earlier, an interesting fact is street stall called ‘Pojang:
Coverted + Macha: Wagon’. Korean Pojangmacha use vinyl covering for protecting
it from outside. It defines spatial boundary which divide space inside and outside
that changes characteristic of spaces temporarily.
An important phenomenon is that Pojangmacha are cleverly occupying
inactivating, abandoned and fragmented spaces around the city. Conversely, spaces
where Pojangmacha are founded means that are not planned with considering ways
of people behaviors. Pojangmacha invade illegally and change abandoned spaces to
activating spaces instantly. Following example shows how Pojangmacha invaded
mis-planned leftover spaces (Figure 3-21). The Jump Milano is a building located
corner of extremely crowded street near Gangnam Station. There are 4
Pojangmacha at the front, side and back of the building. At the front, there are
clothing (1) and a fortune-teller (2) Pojangmacha (24 m²). At the side, there is also a
fortune-teller (3) Pojangmacha (8 m²). At the back, there is a Korean style bar (4)
(79 m²). In spite of economically beneficial location, inside spaces are not used well
compared to other buildings around the location. The main reason is un-coordinated
entrances and outside space with surrounding context. When the building had been
built in 2002, before the Starplex (Movie theater building) was not built, backstreet
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Figure 3-21_ Context of the Jump Milano Building

Figure 3-22_ Pojangmacha (4)

Figure 3-23_ Pojangmacha (2)

had not developed to commercial area like present. Therefore main entrance was
planned on main street with 2002 urban context. Last of spaces are planned to
public open spaces with few bench. After 2006 The Starplex(Movie theater building)
built, back street became popular commercial area. That makes public open spaces
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attract Pojangmacha owners’ attentions. Mobility and instant characters of
Pojangmacha makes abandoned but having potential spaces which are not noticed
from people immediately turns into activating spaces. There are many spaces in
Seoul that Pojangmacha are occupying. It means how many potential spaces are
abandoned and how Pojangmacha activate the spaces smartly.
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3.4 Conclusion

Chapter 3 is investigating of 2 kinds of prototypes of temporary architecture
on Seoul; Vinyl House and Pojangmacha. Two prototype; Pojangmacha and Vinyl
House, are made of common materials. Both structures are made by hard materials
such as steel and aluminum. These structures are also using similar covering
material; polyethylene Tarpaulin. Both prototypes are hard to travel various place
freely. Pojanmacha is heavy to carry by person. Vinyl House is implanted on the
ground which means it is hard to move other place. The size of Vinyl House can be
changeable by movable frames. However both structures can be operated fast when
the structures are installed on certain place. Pojangmacha can be used instantly after
parking. Modified Vinyl House also van be used instantly after unfolding the frames
which takes only few minutes.
Both prototypes have negative images since these are mostly illegal. However
there are many reasons that these prototypes are constantly thriving in the city, this
abnormal situation indicates these un-welcomed prototypes are using spaces
efficiently. Especially fixed immovable architecture are impossible to respond to
various urban situations on complex city; Seoul. Two temporary urban prototypes
can activate fragmented and abandoned small spaces which fixed and immovable
architectures created.
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Chapter 4. Design Project
Activating abandoned space along the Han River

The investigation of conditions of temporary architecture in Seoul; Chapter
3, shows how many spaces are abandoned. These spaces are activated by two form
of interventions; Vinyl House and Pojangmacha. Although two prototypes smartly
occupy abandoned spaces, they are naturally generated by economical reasons
therefore activities are limited on economic benefits. In Chapter 4, the issue of how
to discover abandoned spaces in Seoul as an example and how to make a design
proposal for fast architecture will be documented especially in relation to
economical, cultural and social dimensions.

4.1 Abandoned Spaces below the Bridges

Spaces along the Han River are great public spaces in Seoul. There are 24
bridges along the Han River which are crucial elements in the city. The bridges
connect two separated places but at the same time the bridges create side effect; left
over spaces below the main infrastructure. The spaces are planned park-like places
which are neither connected to Han River Park nor Han River. People cannot use
the spaces as much as they can because most of the spaces are empty and
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abandoned even though the spaces have huge possibilities to turn into place for
public.
People mostly consider spaces underneath the bridges are unpleasant places.
The bridges however are essential in the city. Those spaces are inevitable
accordingly. Abandoned spaces underneath the bridges have unique physical
conditions compared with other kinds of outdoor open spaces. Figure 4-1 outlines
the physical conditions of spaces underneath the bridges. The spaces are generated
beside of Han River pedestrian path and roofed by a road which is 15~30m elevated
above a pedestrian path.

Figure 4-1_ Physical Conditions of Spaces underneath the Bridges

The spaces below bridges are byproduct spaces produced when major
infrastructural projects created. These hard, unfriendly spaces are characterized by
several negative conditions such as (1) the spaces are left over which are likely to
become dangerous and unsanitary places due to management issue. (2) Noise is one
of the weaknesses of the spaces. The noise level of Han River bridge road is
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77~84db 33 which is same as construction site standard noise level (70~80db). (3)
The spaces have very little day light exposure which is dark, cheerless and not
suitable for various kinds of vegetation.
At the same time, the spaces have hidden potential. Firstly, roofed spaces
provide protection from rain and direct sunlight. People gather in these spaces to
shelter from the element. Secondly, they are in relatively large spaces which are not
easy to find inner city. Thirdly, the spaces have contact with nature; Han River that
attract people to come and stay. The bridges create many negatives but also create
positives at the same time. It shows that how much the way of planning the spaces
is important. It is intention to show how through good design such spaces can be
activated.
Previous chapter demonstrated Fast Architecture activate abandoned spaces
temporarily without any transformation of existing physical conditions. Thus, the
spaces underneath the bridges can maximize strengthens especially when fast
architecture integrates with physical conditions of the spaces.

4.1.1 Physical Condition Analysis

In order to design suitable Fast Architecture for conditions, a thorough
analysis of the physical conditions is needed. This thesis investigates 18 bridges

33

34

Kwangsuk Seo 외 4명, A survey and research of a noise & vibration level of bridges on the Han river, 한국소

음진동공학회 2007년 추계학술대회 논문집
34
(From west to east) Sungsan, Yanghwa, Seogang, Mapo, Wonhyo, Hangang Railroad, Hangang, Dongjak, Banpo,
Hannam, Dongho, Seongsu, Yongdong, Cheongdam, Jamsil, Jamil Railroad, Olympic and Chonho Bridges
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along the Han River in Seoul. There are two esplanades on north and south of the
river which connect each ends of the bridges. Each end is 1~2km distant from next
ends; 15~30 min. by walk and 3~6 min. by a bike.

Figure 4-2_ 18 Bridges on Han River

Abandoned Spaces
The geometry of Han River is disconnected from the city because of
massive road developments. It leads Han River, especially spaces along the Han
River being isolated. Physical condition and character of the spaces underneath the
bridges consist of Path and Program (Figure 4-3). 8 kinds of programs 35 are
attached with a path as the center. This thesis considers Empty and Dirt as
abandoned conditions. There are also 3 types of consisting way of the space (Figure
4-4). (1) Program attaching: Programs attached to both side of the path or single
side of the path. (2) Path: Single path and double paths. In case of double paths,
programs are sandwiched between two paths. (3) Abandoned Space: According to
35

only Path, Slope, Dirt, Parking, Bench, Exercise Equipment, Empty and Steps
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(1) and (2) types, abandoned space which locates beside of the path is used for
accessing space. Another type of abandoned space which locates between two paths
is used for nothing. The other type which locates on the very end has connection
with Han River.

Figure 4-3_ Physical Condition/ Program
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Figure 4- 4_ Physical Conditions / Types

Figure 4-5_ Distribution

According to analyses of 36 ends of the bridges (Appendix a), Figure 4-5
shows distribution of 8 types of programs. All programs are not concentrated on one
ends or a location. It also verified that 58 % of 36 ends have abandoned spaces.
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These spaces are planned with 8 programs which make people think the spaces are
well planned. However the programs are not connected with context of the places.
Empty and dirt conditions are especially are disconnected with behavior of people
and physical context of the places.
Form
Abandoned spaces are having various sizes and shapes. Total area of the
spaces is 32,266.4 m² which are 4.8 times bigger than 65m x 102m a soccer field
area. It shows how large spaces are abandoned and also shows the spaces have great
potentials. Figure 4-6 is overlapping all empty spaces underneath the bridges. It
shows the spaces have wide range of dimensions; minimum 3m to maximum 100m.
Thus, for designing fast architecture, a single sized module is not suitable for those
spaces. Fast architecture for the spaces underneath the bridges should cover various
size and shapes of spaces. The spaces are not only having various sizes but also
having various arrangements of columns. Some of the spaces are divided to
rectangular shapes of space by columns. The orientation of divided spaces is at right
angle to Han River direction. It generates long shape of spaces. Mostly lengthways
face Han River Park and width ways face the river side. It means there are two view
directions; Han River and Han River Park directions. Peoples access from Han
River Park directions. They mostly sit with the way to Han River. It shows the
shape of space determines movement and behavior of people.
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Figure 4-6_ Overlapping all Abandoned Spaces

Figure 4-7_ Arrangement of Columns

Activities
There are considerable numbers of people on the spaces, even if people
perceive the spaces are unpleasant. Groups of people are various; from a family
who want to enjoy nature to a single person who rides a bicycle. Most of people are
gathering on the spaces for two reasons; shade and programs. Activities are mostly
sitting and resting on the bench, viewing Han River and exercising. Those activities
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are especially determined by 8 kinds of programs. The important issue is the
activities do not have relationship with the condition of spaces underneath the
bridges. While the spaces do not associated green spaces, the activities on the
spaces are same as on a park. This relation-less design generates limited activities
and abandoned spaces.

Figure 4-8_ Dongjak Bridge
North End

Figure 4-9_ Yongdong Bridge
North End

Figure 4-11_ Wonhyo Bridge
South End

Figure 4-12_ Hangang Railroad
Bridge North End
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Figure 4-10_ Seogang Bridge
South End

4.1.2 Conclusion of Analysis

Spaces underneath the bridges are abandoned spaces which are generated by
side effect of urban infrastructure; a bridge. There are several weaknesses of the
spaces that make negative perception of the spaces. The spaces, however, have
possibilities because of many strengthens that attract people to gather on the spaces.
Even though people are gathering on, their activities are limited which are not
related to characteristic of the spaces. The spaces were planned as the expansion of
Han River Park. Thus, the spaces have irrelevant space design with its physical
conditions that led the space to be abandoned. Activating the spaces by ‘Hard urban
regeneration’ with consideration of the physical conditions; various size, shape and
arrangement of columns, is not effective. Fast architecture together with physical
conditions of the spaces can activate the spaces without any modification of
physical environment.
There are several factors are needed for fast architecture designing on the
next section. Firstly, a structure design should reflect the type of space below the
bridge. The structure should be adaptable on various sizes, shapes and space
arrangements. Secondly, the structure should support various events which beyond
activities on a park. The type of program or event associated with these spaces is
very important. For young people, event related to such as noise can bring powerful
effects. The spaces can be a field of community activities and urban events. Various
events can bring people to the spaces and change people’s perception of the spaces.
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Ultimately, the spaces should be connected by a network that activates whole
abandoned spaces around the Han River because the abandoned spaces disperse on
wide distant along the river. Activating and designing for one particular spot can
bring another disconnection between other spots.
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4.2 Design

There will be design proposal which is based on analysis of last section. The
purpose of the design proposal is activating abandoned spaces below Han River
bridges with network of programs which are supporting by the temporary structures.

4.2.1

Design Method

Design method is as follow. There are 0~3 steps of design method. Step 0_
Empty is indentifying the left over spaces underneath the bridges. Step 1_ Point is
implant program at the points. Step 2_ Group is connecting points as groups. Step
3_ Network is exchanging traveling program groups.

Figure 4-13_ Design Method Step 0

Figure 4-14_ Design Method Step 1

Figure 4-15_ Design Method Step 2

Figure 4-16_ Design Method Step 3
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Step 0. Empty: Identify the left over spaces underneath the bridges.
The left over spaces are dispersed widely along the Han River (Figure 4-17).

Figure 4-17_ Step 0. Left over Spaces

Step 1. Point: Implant Program at the point.
Existing programs on the spaces are only sitting, resting and exercising.
However, various events are the most important elements for activating the spaces.
The effects of events are already demonstrated on Chapter 2 case studies.
Cooperation between events and structures can change perception of the spaces;
hence, it enables to find possibilities of the spaces.
This thesis chooses 18 possible programs 36. The criteria for selection are as
follows. Firstly, select program that contains social dimension. Secondly, select
program that can bring ordinary activities. Thirdly, select program that can convert
negative elements of the bridge to positive elements. Fourthly, select program that is
restricted due to lack of space in the city. These programs are related to 17
behaviors 37 of individuals. Behaviors define characteristic of programs. Figure 4-18

36

Band Practicing Room, Boxing, Dining, Exhibition, Gardening, Golf, Ice Skating, Karaoke, Kitchen, Market,
Movie Screening, Night Club, Office, Performance, Playing Chess, Public Lecture and Workshop, Sauna,
swimming.
37
Relaxing, Studying, Sitting, Watching, Cheating, Eating, Cooking, Selling, Buying, Singing, Playing, Dancing,
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shows which behaviors are related to program. The programs are re-ordered by
characteristic of behaviors; activeness. Activeness (velocity) is one of the factors to
determine characteristic and shapes of structure design. This ordering is a reference
for grouping program. For example active program such as ice skating and night
club have common characteristic that demands similar space and structure.

Figure 4-18_ Programs

Step 3. Network: Exchange traveling program groups.

Figure 4-19_ Grouping the Spaces

The abandoned spaces along the Han River are dispersed widely. Those

Fighting, Exercising, Walking Running, Riding.
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spots can create a synergy effect when spots are grouped and working together. The
strength of Han River is all the spots are connected with promenade. However, there
is less interaction between the spots. Grouping spaces will bring effect that can
make interacting between spots. It also expands positive effect to other spaces not
only spaces below the bridges. Grouping spots make not only a connection spot spot but also relationship spots and in-between areas such as Han River Park. Group
A ~ J are generated by 3 factors (Figure 4-20); Distance which takes under 30min.
by walk, access from outside of the Park and location of Han River Park. The
groups contain maximum 3 spots because more than 3 spots make relations weak.

Figure 4-20_ Factors of Grouping
Table 4-1_ Group List

Group

Distance

Spots (NE: North End, SE: South End)

A2

1.6 km

Sueongsan Bridge NE – Yanhwa Bridge NE

B1

Yanhwa Bridge SE

C3

0.8 km, 1km

Seogang Bridge SE – Mapo Brdige SE – Wonhyo Bridge SE

D3

0.5km, 2km

Hangang Railroad Bridge NE - Hangang Bridge NE – Dongjak
Bridge NE

E2

3.8 km

Hangang Railroad Bridge SE – Hangang Brdige SE – Dongjak
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Bridge SE
F1

Dongho Bridge NE

G1

Chungdam Bridge NE

H2

0.8 km

Jamsil Bridge NE – Jamsil Railroad Bridge NE

I2

1 km

Olympic Bridge NE – Chonho Bridge NE

J3

1.6 km, 1.4 km

Jansil Bridge SE – Olympic Bridge SE – Chonho Bridge SE

4.2.2 Basic Design Elements

According to analysis of Chapter 2, mobility is the most important factors of
success for designing fast architecture. Mobility means physical move-ability and
spatial responding which means a single space with multipurpose. These two
elements can be realized by prefabrication system and space separation planning.

Prefabrication
Prefabrication system can be divided two categories; assembling type and
unfolding type.
Assembling type is joining each frame when it is used and disassembles after
event is finished. BMW Guggenheim Lab in Chapter 2 is one of the examples of
assembling type. This type is easy to make variations if jointing systems are
corresponded. It is crucial that every part of the structure should be packed as
efficient way. The package of structure can be delivered easily if delivering system
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is supported. It is mostly suitable for hard and heavy materials because it can be
packed and delivered by hands or vehicles. This type requires relatively long time
for operating the structure; thus, it is suitable for few monthly events. Unfolding
type is structures which can be spread out instantly. Mobile Sculpture in Chapter 2
is an example of this type.
Unfolding type cannot be disassembled that means it needs special structure
and traveling system. It cannot be packed as assembling type; thus, traveling system
should be included in the structure itself. It is also not easy to perform various
shapes because various shapes require additional joints and frames. Accordingly, it
mostly has a single shape of structure. This type mostly uses soft material because
hard material is not suitable instant spreading of the structure. Operating this type
needs very short time less 1 hour; thus it is suitable for relatively short term few
weekly events.
On this thesis designing, unfolding type will be used mainly because events
for spaces below Han River bridges need instant events. It is required that visitors
can freely install the structures and leaves the spaces.

Table 4-2_ Comparison of Assembling and Unfolding Type

Assembling Type

Unfolding Type

Material

Hard

Soft

Shape

Various

Single

Operating Time

Long

Short
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Using Pattern

Space Separation
Structure for fast architecture needs a single space with multi purposes.
According to Chapter 2 analysis, location of supporting space determines efficiency
of using space. There are 3 types of locations of supporting space; above, below and
beside of using space. Locating supporting space above and below the using space
is suitable for the place has limited space such as the place in-between two
buildings. Locating it above the using space especially needs hard frame structure
which is enough to contain furniture and equipments. Locating supporting space
beside the using space is common case that is suitable most of condition of place. It
does not require any other special structure or system to carry or sustain additional
elements. The analysis on last section shows spaces below Han River bridges are
vast areas that do not have obstacles except columns. Thus, locating supporting
space beside the using space is enough for those spaces.
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Figure 4- 21_ Locations of Supporting Space

Physical Condition_ Columns
The last section Figure 4-7 demonstrated that spaces below Han River
bridges are divided by bridge columns. Considering this physical condition is
important to determine structure system for fast architecture. There are two ways
designing structures with considering columns; using columns as grid figure and
considering columns as obstacle. Figure 4-22 shows difference of two ways. The
former way generates large size of unit which is random by cases. The latter way is
possible to generate various sizes of spaces by curved flexible shape. As mentioned
earlier, size and shape of space are vast that is hard to combine certain unit. This
thesis design will using the latter way; considering columns as obstacle.

Figure 4-22_ Difference of Two Ways
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4.2.2

Structure and System

In last section, few design factors are determined; using unfolding type,
locating supporting space beside the using space and considering column as
obstacle. There will be specific structure design depends on the factors in this
section. Fast architecture for the spaces below Han River bridges is mainly
designing two parts; supporting space and using space. This thesis suggests two
structures that supporting structure can be used alone on certain events. If events
demand large space, supporting space and using space can be jointed and generate
one large indoor space. Designing using space of unfolding type is especially focus
on pneumatic structure which is suitable for the instantly spreading structure.

4.2.3.1 Using Space_ Pneumatic Structure
Pneumatic structure is that generating space by blowing flexible material
such as vinyl. The history of pneumatic structure is start that pioneering
experiments with pneumatic structure during the development of hot air balloons by
Brazilian priest Bartolomeu de Gusmao on 1709. Practical application of pneumatic
structure are recent the beginning of the 20th century to the Great World War. 38
Pneumatic structure have been applied various field from art installation to
emergency housing which are related temporary space and events.
The reason why pneumatic structure has been attractive for many fields is its
many advantages. Firstly, pneumatic structure is safer than any other form of
38

Jung Yun Chi, Ruy Marcelo de Oliveira Pauletti, An outline of the evolution of pneumatic structures
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structure. Inflatable materials are mostly soft such as vinyl; thus, it does not need
additional construction and hard materials. Secondly, it is the most cost effective
type of building. Large space can be generated by using only vinyl and air supply
without hard frame such as steel. Thirdly, it is lighter than any other structures. It is
consisted of simple elements; inflatable soft surface and air supply. For example, a
specific gravity of polyethylene, material of vinyl is 0.9 which is 2.5 times lighter
than a specific gravity of concrete. Fourthly, it is easy to build. The only action to
generate the space is locating the structure on site and inflating by air supply.
Finally, it is environmental friendly. This structure does not generate by-product like
concrete or wood structure. It is suitable using many time and recyclable.

Figure 4-23_ Proposal of a pneumatic dome for the
New York city. B. Fuller, 1962

Figure 4-24_ Fuji Pavilion, 1970 Osaka

Figure 4-25_ Archipelago, Alan Parkinson,
Architecture of Air, 1999

Figure 4-26_ Yellow heart, Haus Rucker co,
1968
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Pneumatic structure is consisted of 2 elements; inflatable surface and air
supply. Air supply is determined by volume of inflatable space. There will be
specific design of each element on following section.
Inflatable Surface
Inflatable surface is three dimensional shapes which are made by two
dimensional materials such as vinyl roll. The shape and pattern of inflatable space
should be generated by flat surface. Generating planar figure of various shapes is
easy but the important factor is the stress when the shapes are inflated that curvature
determines stress of the edge. Flat surface is stressed more than sharp curved
surface.

Figure 4-27_ Planar Figures and Patterns of Various Shapes
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Figure 4-28_ Pneumatic Space Vinyl Surface System & Material
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Figure 4-27 shows study about planar figure of various geometries. Each
planar figure can be divided on strips because two dimensional materials are usually
supplied as strip. There are many shapes that can be generated by strip but sphere
figure is least stressed geometry. There are many ways to generate sphere by flat
material. It can be divided strips, combination of hexagon and pentagon or atypical
pattern. Thus inflatable surface is designed as sphere shape with strip dividing in
this thesis.
Length of the surface is 8m and width is approximately 5.8 m. Total area and
volume is 120.44 m2 and 128 m3. Material of the surface is transparent PE
Laminate film which is common material that is used various purposes. It is the
same material which was used for the case on Chapter 2; Kitchen Monument and
Chapter 3, Vinyl House. Polyethylene is low coast material and easy to handle. It is
impervious to moisture, lighter than water, tough, pliable, outstanding at dielectric
high frequencies; excellent chemical resistance. The most available colors are clear,
white and black. Lighter color is better for avoiding heat gain. It can be divided 15
strips and 8 kinds which are symmetry shapes along the piece A. One roll of
polyethylene film, approximately 147.6 m2 (1.8m x 84m), coasts under 30,000 won
(under 30 $). Total area of the surface is only 120.44m2, thus, one roll of the film is
sufficient. For connecting those pieces, common adhesive tape is suitable for air
tightness.
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Air Supply
The size of air supply is determined by volume of inflatable surface. It is
related to how fast the space inflates. Capacity of fan is CMH (Cubic meter per hour)
which is diving volume (m3) to inflating time (h).

/

Volume (m3) Inflating Time (h) = CMH (Cubic Meter per Hour) = Capacity of Fan

There are various size and power of a fan. For example, inflating volume 2600
shapes takes 30 minutes by a fan with diameter 450mm and weight 16 kg
(CMH=5500).

In the case of the inflatable surface in this thesis can be inflated in

10 minutes by a fan with diameter 210mm and weight 3kg (Figure 4-29).

Figure 4-29_Example of Sizing a Fan

In order to figure out how much air is going to put into the space and how
area of holes take for this air to pass through the bubble while maintain proper
pressure in the space requires a series of calculation. To figure out how are of
opening is needed for pleasant environment, there are two factors; heating factors (1)
sunshine (2) people inside and cooling factors (3) conduction through the surface (4)
passing air through the opening. On hypothetical circumstance that outside
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temperature is 18 ℃ and inside temperature is 26 ℃. There will be 35 people inside.
Maximum exposure to the sun will be about ¼ of the surface getting 45 degree
angle sun. According to calculations (appendix b), to maintain pressure of the
surface 800cm2 opening is needed 39. It is however small for entrance. In this design,
there will be regular size of door; 90cm x 18.5cm and using air supply on the both
side of structure.

4.2.3.2 Supporting Space_ Unfolding Structure
Using space is attached beside of supporting space. Supporting space is a
carrier and container for furniture, equipments and inflatable surface and entrance
of inflatable space. It should be movable and lightweight. At the same time, this
structure also can be used for small events by unfolding the walls. It should strong
enough that several people can standing upon the structure. Thus, frame of the
structure is light weight steel bar which is enough to support weight of people and
equipments. 4 ways of wall and the bottom panel are made by plywood with wood
reinforcement. There are many possible materials such as; steel panel, expanded
metal, F.R.P, P.E panel etc. None of these materials are better than wood in terms of
weight, price, performance and durability. The top panel inside space is made by
plywood without reinforcement because it only supports air supply. Underneath the
gable roof is a space for air supply. Two walls for the space are covered by metal
mesh for efficiently supplying air. There are folding aluminum steps underneath the
bottom panel. It is only used when the structure is connected with inflatable spaces.
39

Series of calculations are added on appendix.
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There are motorcycle connecting bar and wheels and total weight of the structure is
approximately 80kg.It is possible traveling along the Han River by motorcycle. The
spaces below the bridges do not have effect of environment such as rain, snow and
heavy sunlight. The structure accordingly does not require waterproof or shading
itself. It should have protection however when it traveling. Thus there are simply
covering made by PE coated aluminum foil. The cover reflects scenery of Han River.
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Figure 4-30_Supporting Space Structure System
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Figure 4-31_ Pneumatic Space Vinyl Surface System & Material
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Figure 4-32_ Supporting Space Structure Plan
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Figure 4-33_ Pneumatic Space Structure Plan
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Figure 4-34_ Floor Detail Plan
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Figure 4-35_Ceiling Detail Plan
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Figure 4-36_ Roof Detail Plan
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Figure 4-37_ Wall Detail Plan
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Figure 4-38_ System Section Detail
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4.2.3.3 Folding System and Using
As mentioned earlier, supporting structure can be used alone for small
events or used together with inflatable surface. Figure 4-39 and 4-40 shows each
system and process of installation. The structure can be used single and multi way.
Single way is using supporting structure alone for small event such as children
lecturing, dinning and small scale performance. First park the structure below the
bridge and unfold 3 panels supporting legs. These walls become a floor for events.
Multi way is using supporting structure and inflatable surface together. Fist, unfold
one panel and push it inside. Then take steps out from the bottom of the structures
and unfold it. Next, install P.E surface on the edge of two structures and below air
into the surface. The advantage of multi way is lots of the structures can be attached
continually. It is appropriate for relatively large scale events and series of events
such as; fashion show, music festival, children’s day event etc. It is also suitable for
the physical condition of the spaces below bridges. Attached structures can adapt to
the spaces with many columns. It can have free shapes by bending the inflatable
spaces. Figure 4-41 is an example of the structure with multi using. The event is
Han River Seoul Charity Fashion Show. 3 inflatable spaces are attached along the
supporting structure. Two spaces can be used for runway and the other space can be
used for back stage of fashion show. This structure is not only for daily events but
also for seasonal events like fashion show. The structure make possible to bring
special events held on abandoned spaces in the city. It is also can bring social
gathering by making field for unexpected events and location.
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Figure 4-39_ Connecting System
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Figure 4-40_ Folding System
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Figure 4-41_ Multi Using, Example_ Han River Seoul Charity Fashion Show
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Figure 4-42_ Outside Rendering View
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Figure 4- 43_ Inside Rendering View
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4.3 Summary of Design Proposal

The purpose of this design proposal is activating abandoned spaces below
Han River bridges by making network of with fast architecture; a mobile structure
which can be used for various programs. There are 0~3 steps of design method. Step
0 is indentifying the left over spaces underneath the bridges. Step 1 is implant
program at the points. Step 2 is connecting points as groups. Step 3 is exchanging
traveling program groups. There are 2 types; prefabrication and unfolding system
for designing structure which have mobility. This design proposal is using unfolding
system especially pneumatic structure because event for the spaces need instant
events.
Characteristic of these structure system is that these can be used various
shapes and size. There are two structures are proposed. One is supporting structure
that contains furniture, equipments and inflatable surface. It is a hard structure
which is made of steel frame and plywood. It has wheels and connector for driving
by motorcycle. The other is inflatable surface with light material which can make
space instantly. It is soft material structure made of transparent P.E Laminate film.
The supporting structure is attached beside of inflatable space and used as entrance.
These structures can be attached continually for generating large and long spaces for
large scale events. These structures activate the spaces below Han River bridges by
supporting unexpected social activities with coast and time efficiently. Installation
time of these structures only takes within 20minutes. Making one supporting
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structure and one inflatable surface cost under 1,000$. Construction cost for the
Floating Island; 90 million dollar, is enough to make 90,000 piece of these
structures. These structures are especially useful for the place where temporary
activities like the spaces below bridges happen. These kinds of spaces are not easy
to develop without physical modification which can destroy existing environment
and community. This design proposal defines fast architecture can be a great tool for
small scale urban regeneration.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

This thesis investigated a new field of small scale urban regeneration
through Fast Architecture. Fast Architecture is covering relatively small urban left
over spaces in temporary way. It is informal and temporary urban activating which
is not same as large scale urban regeneration. It, however, can bring further
developments of the spaces with the participation of neighborhoods. This thesis
analyzed temporary architecture for urban regeneration, especially with small scale,
abandoned space driven by architects and organizations on Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
There was a design proposal of Fast Architecture for activating abandoned spaces
below Han River bridges. According to the analysis and design proposal, this thesis
reached to three conclusions.

Firstly, there are two main characteristics of small scale temporary
architecture; mobility and flexibility. According to four international cases in
Chapter 2, there is attribution to “mobility” in terms of structure and space system.
Mobility has two aspects; physical move-ability and spatial responding. These are
directly related to structure systems, size, weight and materials. Such elements are
crucial designing factor for the successful effect of Fast Architecture. Flexibility is
another key factor that determines the adaptability of the structures on functions and
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locations. Only two cases, BMW Guggenheim Lab and Mobile Sculpture, which
have those characteristics, could successfully activate abandoned spaces.

Secondly, there are already two prototypes of temporary architecture in
Seoul: vinyl house and pojangmacha. Although these two prototypes smartly
occupy abandoned spaces in Seoul, activities are limited because these are naturally
generated by economic reasons. These two prototypes show the necessity of well
designed temporary architecture for public activities that lead to the activating of
urban left over spaces. In spite of limited activities of the two prototypes, their
structure systems are beneficial resources since it has evolved throughout the
decades. The steel frame, the size and the way of using storage of Pojangmacha and
the P.E covering of Vinyl House are useful references for designing another
prototype of temporary architecture.

Thirdly, the design proposal showed how the structure can be applied on
existing abandoned spaces in Seoul. It suggested how abandoned spaces below the
Han River bridges are activated by Fast Architecture and various programs which
can make a network of abandoned spaces. It uses pneumatic structure system to
generate spaces instantly. There are two types of structure suggested: supporting
structure and inflatable surface. The characteristic of the system is that these
structures can generate various shapes and sizes of spaces depending on the scale of
events. The movable supporting structure can be used alone for small scale events.
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The supporting structure and inflatable surface together can generate long and large
spaces for large scale events.

The structure in the design proposal can activate the spaces instantly and
bring unexpected social gatherings. As mentioned earlier, Fast Architecture is not a
permanent solution. However, Fast Architecture can be an optimal solution for
particular empty spaces where physical redevelopment is extremely difficult and
expensive such as the spaces below the Han River bridges.
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Appendix

Appendix a_ analysis of 36 ends of 18 bridges
It shows consisting of programs and path, location and size of abandoned
spaces, pattern of pedestrian movements.

Appendix b_ series of calculation for generating proper size of opening
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Appendix a

Physical Condition / Seongsan, Yanghwa Bridge

Physical Condition / Seogang, Mapo Bridge

１２２

Physical Condition / Wonhyo, Hangang Railroad Bridge

１２３

Physical Condition / Hangang, Dongjak Bridge

１２４

Physical Condition / Banpo, Hannam Bridge

１２５

Physical Condition /Dongho, Seongsu Bridge

１２６

Physical Condition / Yongdong, Chungdam Bridge

１２７

Physical Condition / Jamsil, Jamsil Railroad Bridge

１２８

Physical Condition / Olympic, Chonho Bridge
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Appendix b

Hypothetical Inflatable Surface Design for Determining Opening Size 40
To be used in daytime, maximum exposure to the sun will be about ¼ of the
surface getting 45 degree angle sun for noon hours. There will probably about 35
people at medium to high activity. Outside temperature is about 18 ℃- temperature
up to 26 ℃ is acceptable inside.

(1) Sun Gain_ 323 sq ft exposed to 45 degree sun will gain 150 BTU/hr/sq ft.
323 x 150 = 48450 BTU gain/hr from sun
(2) Body Heat gain 35_ generating 500 BTU/hr/person
35 x 500 = 1750 BTU gain/hr from people

(3) Conduction Loss_
Q = (A) (∆T)(U)

Q= 968 sq ft x 23.2 x 1.2 = 53898.24

Q= conduction loss in BTU/hr
A= surface area of the bubble (not counting
that which is one the ground)
T= the difference in temperature inside and
outside the bubble in degrees Fahrenheit
U=

Heat

transfer

coefficient

polyethylene (about 1.2)

40

Antfarm, Inflatocookbook, 1971

for

Loss from conduction
17500 + 48450 – 53898.24 = 12051.76

(4) Heat Loss Due to Passing Air Through
12051.76 = w x 0.016 x 8

Qair = (W) (Cp) (∆T)

W= 94154.375 Cubic ft per housr,
Qair = Heat loss in BTU/hr

94154.375/60 = 1569.23 CFM

W= Cubic ft. of air moved per hour
Cp

=

Heat

capacity

of

air

(about

3

0.016BTU/ft )
T= difference between inside and outside
temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

(5) Size of Opening
Pd = {(p) (v2)} / 2G
Pd = pressure drop at a hole (about 1lb/sq.ft.)
P = density of air which is about 0.07 /
lbs./ft3
V = Air velocity at the hole (in ft./sec.)
2G = (approx) 64 ft./sec.

V= ( CFM / sq ft opening) / 60 sec =

2

0.08 sq m = 800 sq cm

Within the figures for V are the variables.
This thesis is apply with :
V = { (CFM at which fan is operating} /
(square feet of opening) } / 60 seconds
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소규모 임시건축을 통한 도시 재생

서울대학교 대학원 건축학과

송 화 정

지도교수

Peter W. Ferretto

패스트 건축은 아직 깊이 연구되지 않았고 역설적으로 부정적 측면보다
는 긍정적 측면을 더 포함하고 있을 것으로 예상되는 영역이다. 본 논문
에서 이용된 패스트 건축 이라는 용어는 수세기 동안 존재하였지만 학문
적으로 많은 관심을 받지 못한 도시 현상을 설명 하기 위하여 만들어낸
용어이다.

본 논문은 도시에 영향을 주는 건축적 범위의 패스트 건축의

영역을 연구하는 것을 제안한다. 패스트 건축은 단기간의 도시재생을 위
한 대안적 방안으로 상대적으로 작은 규모의 도시의 버려진 공간에 임시
적인 방법으로 접근한다. 이것은 대규모 도시 재생과는 다르게 격식에
얽매이지 않은 일시적 도시의 행위를 통한 도시 재생을 의미한다. 패스
트 건축은 지역주민의 참여를 통한 더 진전된 도시 개발을 불러 일으킬
수 있다.
본 논문은 건축가나 관련 조직을 통해 진행된 소규모의 버려진 공간을
중심으로 행해진 임시 건축에 관한 분석을 진행하였다.

지난 10년간 다

양한 프로젝트를 진행하였던 Atelier Bow-wow 와 Raumlaborberlin, 두
건축 그룹을 분석 대상으로 선정하였다. 분석을 통하여 소규모 임시 건
축의 두 가지 주요 특징인 이동성과 유연성을 도출하였다. 이동성은 물
리적 이동가능성과 공간적 대응성 이라는 두 가지 측면을 가지고 있으며
이것은 직접적으로 구조 시스템, 크기, 무게 그리고 재료와 연계된다는
것을 알 수 있다. 이러한 요소들은 성공적인 패스트 건축을 위하여 결정
적인 디자인 요소이다. 또 하나의 주요 요소인 유연성은 구조체의 기능
과 장소에 대한 적응성을 결정짓는 요소이다.

본 논문은 국제적인 사례뿐만 아니라 국내 특히 서울의 임시 건축인 비
닐하우스와 포장마차를 일상적인 삶 그리고 이벤트 적인 측면에서 분석
하였다. 두 개의 프로토 타입은 지능적으로 서울의 버려진 공간을 점유
하고 있었음에도 불구하고 경제적인 이유에서 자연스럽게 형성되었기 때
문에 그에 수반되는 행위는 매우 제한적이라는 점을 볼 수 있었다. 이
두 개의 프로토 타입을 통하여 도시의 버려진 공간에서의 공공적인 행위
를 이끌어 낼 수 있는 적합한 디자인의 임시 건축이 필요함을 알 수 있
었다. 하지만 제한적인 행위에도 불구하고 이 두 프로토 타입의 구조 시
스템은 수년간 진화해 왔기 때문에 유용한 참고자료로 이용될 수 있다고
사료된다.
국제 그리고 국내의 사례 분석을 통하여, 본 논문에서는 하나의 사례로
어떻게 서울의 버려진 공간을 발견하는지 그리고 경제적, 문화적 그리고
사회적인 측면에서의 임시 건축의 디자인 제안을 하였다. 이 제안은 현
존하는 도시의 버려진 공간에 이러한 구조물이 어떻게 적용될 수 있는지
보여준다. 본 제안은 패스트 건축과 다양한 프로그램을 통하여 만들어지
는 버려진 공간의 네트워크를 통한 한강 다리 밑의 버려진 공간을 재생
시키는 것이다. 이를 위하여 즉각적으로 공간을 만들어 낼 수 있는
pneumatic 구조 시스템을 이용하였다. 본 디자인에는supporting 구조체
와 inflatable surface가 제안되었다. 본 시스템의 특징은, 이러한 두
개의 구조체가 이벤트의 규모에 따라 다양한 형태와 크기의 공간을 생성
해 낼 수 있다는 점이다.
이렇게 제안된 구조체는 공간을 즉각적으로 활성화 시킬 수 있으며 예
상하지 못하였던 사회적 융합을 불러일으킬 수 있다. 앞서 기술하였듯이,
패스트 건축은 영구적인 해결방안은 아니지만 한강 다리 밑 공간과 같이
새로운 물리적 재개발이 쉽지 않으며 많은 비용이 요구되는 특수한 상황
의 비워진 공간을 위한 궁극적인 해결방안이 될 수 있다.

주요어: 임시 건축, 패스트 건축, 소규모 도시재생, 이동성, 유연성
학
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